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We report the first measurement of the net–charge fluctuations in Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN =

2.76 TeV measured with the ALICE detector at the CERN Large Hadron Collider. We observe
that the dynamical fluctuations, measured in terms of ν(+−,dyn.), decrease in going from peripheral
to central collisions. The data show an additional reduction of the magnitude of the fluctuations
with increasing center–of–mass energy. We examine the dependence of fluctuations on the pseudo–
rapidity interval (∆η), which may account for the diffusion of fluctuations during the evolution of
the system. We show that the strength of the fluctuations decreases with increasing ∆η with an
indication of reaching a saturation value at a larger ∆η. We compare our experimental points to
the expectations from theory for a hadron gas and for the Quark Gluon Plasma phase.

The ALICE experiment [1] at the Large Hadron Col-1

lider is a multipurpose detector, designed to study the2

formation and evolution of nuclear matter at high tem-3

peratures and high energy densities. One of the major4

goals of the experiment is to explore as many signals as5

possible towards affirming the formation of the Quark6

Gluon Plasma (QGP) [2, 3], a deconfined state of quarks7

and gluons, in high energy heavy–ion collisions. Several8

signatures have been proposed in literature to study the9

phase transition of nuclear matter to the QGP stage.10

Among these, the event–by–event fluctuations of net–11

charge are considered to be a direct signal of the QGP12

phase transition [4–8].13

The fluctuations of net–charge depend on the squares14

of the charge states present in the system. The QGP15

phase, having the quarks as the charge carriers, should16

result into a significantly different fluctuations’ magni-17

tude compared to a hadron gas (HG). The entropy con-18

serving hadronization of a plasma of quarks and gluons19

should produce a final state characterized by a dramatic20

reduction of the net–charge fluctuations relative to that21

of a hadron gas on an event–by–event basis. Net–charge22

fluctuations may be expressed by the quantity D, defined23

as [4]:24

D = 4
〈δQ2〉
Nch

, (1)

where 〈δQ2〉 is the variance of the net–charge Q with25

Q = N+ − N
−

and Nch = N+ + N
−
. Here N+ and N

−
26

are the numbers of positive and negative particles, re-27

spectively, calculated in a specific transverse momentum28

(pt ) and pseudo–rapidity (η) window. The hadroniza-29

tion of gluons produces pairs of positive and negative30

particles, not contributing to the net–charge fluctuations.31

By neglecting the quark-quark interactions, it has been32

found that D is approximately four times smaller for a33

QGP state compared to a HG [4]. Lattice calculations34

which include the quark-quark interaction, give a quan-35

titatively different estimate for the QGP phase, still dra-36

matically smaller though than the HG values. The value37

of D calculated on lattice is ∼1 for QGP whereas for the38

hadron gas it is ∼3.0 [4]. By accounting for the resonance39

decays, the HG values have been found to be 2.8 [9]. In40

the medium, the fluctuations may get diluted because of41

the diffusion during the evolution of the system from the42

early QGP stage to the freeze–out [9, 10]. Several other43

effects, such as final state interactions, expansion and44

collision dynamics [4, 11, 12] may also affect the result.45

The event–by–event net–charge fluctuations are best46

studied in the experiments [12–15] by calculating the47

quantity ν(+−,dyn.), defined as [16, 17]:48

ν(+−,dyn) =
〈N+(N+ − 1)〉

〈N+〉2
+

〈N
−
(N

−
− 1)〉

〈N
−
〉2

−2
〈N

−
N+〉

〈N
−
〉〈N+〉

, (2)

where the notation 〈...〉 denotes an average of the quan-49

tity over an ensemble of events. The ν(+−,dyn.) has been50

found to be independent of detector acceptance and effi-51

ciencies [16], and is related to D by:52

ν(+−,dyn) × 〈Nch〉 ≈ D − 4. (3)

Thus the value of D could be extracted from53

ν(+−,dyn.) and compared to the theoretical calculations.54

In this letter, we report the first measurement of the55

charge fluctuations as a function of collision centrality56

in Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV at the LHC57

with the ALICE detector. The data were recorded in58

November 2010 during the first run with heavy ions at59

the LHC.60

Details of the ALICE experiment and all its detectors61

may be found in [1]. For this analysis we have used the62

Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [18] to reconstruct the63

charged particle tracks. The detector provides a uniform64

acceptance with almost constant tracking efficiency at65

about 80% in the analyzed phase–space. The interac-66

tion vertex was obtained from the Silicon Pixel Detector67

(SPD), the innermost detector of the Inner Tracking Sys-68

tem (ITS) of ALICE [1] and the TPC. In the analysis, we69

have considered only the events with a vertex found in70

|z| < 10 cm to ensure a uniform acceptance in the central71

pseudo–rapidity region, |η| < 0.8.The trigger consisted72
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FIG. 1. (Upper panel) Dynamical net–charge fluctuations,
ν(+−,dyn.), of charged particles produced in Pb–Pb collisions
at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV as a function of centrality, described

as the number of participating nucleons for two different
∆η windows. (Lower panel) The ∆η dependence of the value
of ν(+−,dyn.) normalized to the corresponding value at ∆η = 1
for three centrality bins.

of a hit on both sides of the VZERO scintillator ho-73

doscopes, positioned symmetrically on either side of the74

interaction point, in coincidence with a signal from the75

SPD. We have removed the background events offline us-76

ing the VZERO timing information and the requirement77

of two tracks in the central detectors.78

We have analyzed the data and present the results as79

a function of different centrality classes. A study based80

on Glauber model fits [19] to the multiplicity distribution81

in the region corresponding to 90% of most central col-82

lisions, where the vertex reconstruction is fully efficient,83

allows the determination of the cross section percentile84

and number of participants. Good resolution for central-85

ity selection allows for studying narrow bins in central-86

ity, which is important for reducing trivial effects coming87

from volume fluctuations.88

We have required the tracks in the TPC to have89

at least 80 reconstructed space points with a χ2 per90

TPC cluster of the momentum fit smaller than 4. We91

have rejected tracks if their distance of closest approach92
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FIG. 2. Scaled dynamic fluctuations, ν(+−,dyn.)×dNch/dη for
∆η = 1 of charged particles for Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC
and Au–Au collisions at RHIC energies from the STAR exper-
iment [12], plotted as a function of centrality (i.e. number of
participating nucleons). The inset shows the center–of–mass
energy dependence of this quantity corrected for global charge
conservation from RHIC and LHC energies.

(dca ) to the vertex was larger than 3 cm both in the93

transverse plane and in the longitudinal direction. We94

have performed an alternative analysis with tracks recon-95

structed using the combined tracking of ITS and TPC. In96

this case the dca cuts were 0.3 cm in the transverse plane97

and 0.3 cm in the longitudinal direction. The results98

obtained with both tracking approaches are in excellent99

agreement.100

To estimate the systematic uncertainty, we have con-101

sidered the contribution from the following sources: (a)102

uncertainty in the determination of interaction vertex,103

(b)different magnetic field polarities, (c) effect of sec-104

ondary tracks (dca cuts), (d) centrality definition using105

different detectors, (e) selection criteria at the track level106

and (f) different tracking scenario. We have calculated107

the statistical uncertainty by dividing the event sample108

in 30 independent sub–samples, extracting for each one109

the value of ν(+−,dyn.) and calculating the corresponding110

dispersion. The systematic and statistical uncertainties111

in the plots are represented by the shaded areas and the112

error bars, respectively.113

We have calculated the dynamic fluctuations, ex-114

pressed by ν(+−,dyn.), on an event–by–event basis from115

the experimental measurements of positive and nega-116

tive charged particles counted in ∆η windows defined117

around the mid-rapidity (for example, ∆η = 1 corre-118

sponds to −0.5 ≤ η ≤ 0.5) and in the pt range of 0.2119

and 5.0 GeV/c. The upper panel of Fig. 1 presents the120

ν(+−,dyn.) as a function of centrality, expressed in terms121

of the number of participating nucleons estimated from122

a Glauber model, where moving from left to right along123

the x–axis implies moving from the most peripheral to124
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FIG. 3. The dynamical fluctuations, expressed in terms of
Nch×ν(+−,dyn) as a function of ∆η window for three different
centrality bins. The corresponding values of D are labeled on
the right.

the most central collisions. In all cases, the magnitude of125

the net–charge dynamical fluctuations turn out to be neg-126

ative, indicating the dominance of the correlation term in127

Eq. 2. The absolute value of ν(+−,dyn.) decreases mono-128

tonically, in going from peripheral to central collisions,129

for the two ∆η windows indicated in the figure. The130

lower panel of Fig. 1 shows the ratio of ν(+−,dyn.) for131

different ∆η windows and centrality bins to the value of132

ν(+−,dyn.)calculated at ∆η = 1, as a function of ∆η for133

three centrality bins, expressed in terms of percentage of134

total cross sections. The change in terms of centrality135

bins and the ∆η windows are clearly seen. The ∆η vari-136

ations will be discussed in detail later in the manuscript.137

We have studied the beam energy dependence of the138

net–charge fluctuations by combining the ALICE points139

with those of RHIC [12, 14, 15]. The results from the140

STAR experiment [12] are available in terms of the scaled141

variable, ν(+−,dyn.)× dNch/dη, where dNch/dη is the142

pseudo–rapidity density at mid-rapidity. In Fig. 2 we143

plot this quantity as a function of number of participants144

for ∆η = 1, for Au–Au collisions at
√
sNN=19.6 GeV,145

62.4 GeV, 130 GeV and 200 GeV [12], combined with146

the ALICE data for Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN=2.76 TeV147

(dNch/dη values are taken from [20]). We observe that148

the trend as a function of centrality is similar for all data149

sets. The ALICE data are below the STAR points for150

Au–Au at all centralities, indicating an additional reduc-151

tion of the fluctuations magnitude at LHC energies.152

TO CHECK: The beam energy dependence of the153

scaled fluctuations, ν(+−,dyn.)× dNch/dη is further stud-154

ied by plotting the values at top centrality (0-5%) from155

RHIC to LHC as shown in the inset of Fig. 2. We have156

corrected the values of ν(+−,dyn.) for both RHIC and157

LHC for charge conservation using the derivation from158

[16] (νcorr.+−,dyn. = ν+−,dyn. + 4/〈Nch〉). For the ALICE159
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FIG. 4. Nch × ν(+−,dyn), normalized to the values for ∆η =
1, as a function of ∆η. The data points are fitted with a
functional form erf(∆η/

√
8σf ), normally used for diffusion

equations. A saturation of the ratio is seen around ∆η ∼ 3.

point in particular, lacking an experimental measurement160

of the charged particle multiplicity in 4π, this was esti-161

mated using HIJING [21], tuned to describe the dNch/dη162

measurements reported in [20]). We observe a significant163

reduction of the fluctuations when going to the higher164

LHC energies.165

Eq. 3 makes that the connection to the event–by–event166

net–charge fluctuations, expressed in terms of D by scal-167

ing ν(+−,dyn.) with the number of charged particles,168

within the centrality and ∆η bin considered. Figure 3169

shows the scaled quantity ν(+−,dyn.) ×Nch as a function170

of ∆η for three different centrality bins, where the num-171

ber of charged particles have been corrected for detector172

inefficiencies and finite acceptances. The axis on the right173

gives the corresponding values D. We see that the value174

of D decreases in going from peripheral to central colli-175

sions in all three ∆η windows. For a given centrality bin,176

D has a monotonic decrease with the increase of ∆η.177

We further examine the nature of the variation of178

ν(+−,dyn.) × Nch with ∆η by normalizing the values of179

D at various ∆η with respect to its value at ∆η = 1,180

as shown in Fig. 4. We observe that the relative value of181

ν(+−,dyn.)×Nch grows smoothly with increasing ∆η win-182

dow. This behavior has been predicted previously [9, 10]183

and was attributed to the spread of the signal arising184

from diffusion during the evolution from the early QGP185

stage to the HG. It was shown that the charge conserva-186

tion and longitudinal expansion affect the growth, which187

may limit the increase to an asymptotic value. It has188

been conjectured that, taking the dissipation into ac-189

count, the asymptotic value of fluctuations may give back190

the original value of fluctuations at the early QGP stage.191

In fact our data points indeed show a deviation from the192

straight line. We fit the data points of Fig. 4 with a193

function of the form erf(∆η/
√
8σf ), representing the dif-194
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FIG. 5. The net–charge fluctuations, measured in terms of
Nch × ν+−,dyn, and D (left and right axes) as a function of
the collision centrality for ∆η values of 1.0 and 1.6. The
extrapolated values at saturation are also plotted. The lines
correspond to theory predictions from [4, 9].

fusion process, where σf is the diffusion coefficient. The195

value of σf = 1.32 ± 0.06 was obtained from the fit. An196

extrapolation of the fitted value indicates the onset of197

saturation at about ∆η ∼ 3, where the asymptotic value198

of ν(+−,dyn.) ×Nch have been obtained.199

In Figure 5, we present the net–charge fluctuations,200

expressed in terms of ν(+−,dyn.) ×Nch and D (left– and201

right–axes, respectively) as a function of the number of202

participating nucleons, for two different ∆η windows,203

∆η = 1, ∆η = 1.6, as well as the extrapolated asymp-204

totic values, shown as open circles. The values at the205

asymptotic limits are obtained for each centrality bin,206

separately. For the peripheral points, the extraction is207

not proper, and thus not shown here. A decreasing trend208

of the strength of fluctuation is observed while going from209

peripheral to central collisions. We observe that for top210

central collisions of 0-5% centrality, the measured fluctu-211

ation is ≈ 1.6 at the asymptotic region. The fluctuation212

might have been less than this value, if one takes effects213

such as the final state interactions into account. Thus214

the extracted value of fluctuation may be the upper limit215

of the strength of fluctuation.216

The lines in Figure 5 are indicative of the values of217

fluctuation for three cases: pion gas, hadron gas with218

resonances and QGP [4, 9]. We see that the extrapo-219

lated values for central collisions are rather close to the220

fluctuations expected for the formation of QGP.221

In summary, we have presented the first measure-222

ment of the dynamic net–charge fluctuations at the LHC223

for Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV using the224

ν(+−,dyn.)observable. The net–charge fluctuations are ob-225

served to be dominated by the correlations of oppositely226

charged particles. The energy dependence of the dynam-227

ical fluctuations shows a decrease in fluctuations going228

from RHIC to LHC. We observe that the fluctuations,229

presented in terms of ν(+−,dyn.) ×Nch have a decreasing230

trend when plotted as a function of ∆η window, consis-231

tent with dissipation of fluctuation in going from initial232

stage to freeze-out. A fit using diffusion equation yields233

the asymptotic value of fluctuation, which should be close234

to the fluctuations at the early part of the evolution of235

the system. For most central Pb–Pb collisions, the value236

of fluctuation, D, is about 1.6. Considering that fluc-237

tuations normally grow during evolution of the system,238

our measurement is consistent with the formation of the239

QGP at LHC energies.240
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